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ABSTRACT  
   

The objective of this research is to create a python program that can describe the 

adsorption breakthrough performance of direct air capture of CO2 by zeolite and other 

adsorbents. The purpose of creating this open-source code is because many commercial 

simulation software for adsorption process simulation can be extremely expensive and 

typically are yearly subscriptions which can be a costly expenditure for academic 

research labs and chemical engineers working on adsorption processes development and 

design. The simulation models are generated by solving the governing mass and energy 

transfer equations and validating the models with experimental data. The typical inputs 

for the adsorption process simulation include adsorption equilibrium of both CO2 and N2 

on selected adsorbents, mass transfer coefficients information, adsorbent bed length and 

void fraction, and other physical and chemical properties of the adsorbent being tested. 

The outputs of the simulation package are the dimensionless CO2 concentration profile as 

a function of dimensionless time, which is usually used for evaluating the adsorbent 

performance for CO2 capture. The models created were compared to the commercial 

package gPROMs and they performed extremely well. The main variation between the 

models created and gPROMs was that the models tended to underpredict the breakpoint 

of experimental data and gPROMs tended to overpredict. This M.S. research is part of the 

major research efforts for developing an open-source adsorption process simulation 

ultimate 

goal of this research program is to reduce carbon emissions and develop a sustainable 

solution for a future carbon-free economy. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

 CO2 is the leading contributor to global warming, and it accounts for more than 

75% of greenhouse gas emissions.1 With ever-rising emissions of greenhouse gasses from 

burning fossil fuels, it is necessary to not only reduce the amount of CO2 produced but is 

now necessary for humanity to become carbon negative to reverse the adverse effects that 

the pollution of CO2 has caused on the environment. One way to reverse the effects caused 

by CO2 is to remove it from the atmosphere by using the so-called direct air capture of 

CO2. CO2 emissions per year can be seen in Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1: U.S. CO2 Emissions from 1990-2019 1 

 The largest contributors to CO2 emissions come from transportation, electricity, and 

industrial processes which account for 29%, 25%, and 23% of emissions respectively1. The 
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two main targets of CO2 removal are flue gas and ambient air. Flue gas is the exhaust gas 

that is released from the combination of fossil fuels, commonly found in power plants, 

which contains the products of a combustion reaction.2 It has a much higher concentration 

of CO2 than ambient air. The typical flue gas composition can be seen in Table 1 below.  

Table 1: Flue Gas Composition Based on Temperature3 

Temperature 
(ºC) 

N2 O2 CO2 H2O 
SO3 

SO2 
NO OH CO H2 

(PPM) (PPM) (PPM) (PPM) (PPM) 

200 76.6 2.8 14.7 5.9 1252 - - - - - 

400 76.4 2.8 14.7 5.9 1239 0.001 - - - - 

600 76.4 2.8 14.7 5.9 787 0.04 3 - - - 

800 76.4 2.8 14.7 5.9 152 0.11 27 - - - 

1000 76.3 2.9 14.7 5.9 31 0.12 134 4 - - 

1200 76.3 2.9 14.7 5.9 9 0.12 425 30 3 - 

1400 76.3 2.9 14.7 5.9 4 0.12 1022 144 43 5 
 

The main problem is devising a solution that can collect the CO2 in bulk. Ambient air is 

the air that is in the atmosphere and composed of approximately 79% nitrogen and 21% 

oxygen.4 This type of carbon capture has the inverse problems of flue gas, meaning it has 

a relatively low CO2 composition, currently the global average is about 420 PPM, so it will 

require a much better selectivity to achieve the same purity of CO2 in the separation.5,6 

Between these two targets of CO2 capture, various techniques have been developed 

to remove CO2 from the atmosphere which includes amine-based absorbents, zeolite 

adsorption, and caustic solution spraying. Amine-based absorbents have been proven to 

work well and have a high selectivity. They also work well because they can operate at flue 

gas conditions, however, at atmospheric pressure, their adsorption rates are significantly 

lower.7,8 Amine-based solutions and other chemisorption processes will be discussed later. 
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Caustic solution spraying has a great advantage when it comes to a price of $53 per ton of 

captured CO2, however, the drawback is that it requires compressed gas which can quickly 

run up prices.9 The final technique is zeolitic adsorption, a form of physisorption. Zeolite 

adsorption can still work at very low pressures, atmospheric pressures, and flue gas 

conditions making it extremely versatile.10,11 A large portion of its pore volume is also 

accessible which makes it very effective at maximizing its adsorption rate for its size.9 

Typical zeolite framework structure can be seen in Figure 2 below. 

 

8Figure 2: Generalized Zeolite Shapes with T Shown on the Left and T
Right 

How carbon capture works with zeolite adsorption is zeolites are inserted into a 

packed bed and then air is fed through the column. The zeolite slurry then binds to CO2 

and allows oxygen and nitrogen to pass through. This process continues until the slurry 

reaches a saturation point in which it cannot trap CO2 any further, this is known as the 

breakthrough point. Once the slurry has reached the breakthrough point it can no longer 

effectively remove CO2 and the slurry must be replaced. The saturated slurry is then 

deposited underground for safe disposal. Additionally, the CO2 can be repurposed in 

several other chemical processes such as the synthesis of nitrogen fertilizers, salicylic acid, 

and some polycarbonate plastics.12 However, only 115 million metric tons of CO2 are 
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utilized globally every year for the synthesis of various products and currently 24 billion 

metric tons of CO2 are emitted yearly, thus, burying CO2 is the primary solution.1,12 This 

process can be used on regular atmospheric air in places of high pollution or directly at 

high CO2 emitting sources such as factories or powerplants in the form of flue gas.11,13 

The second major type of CO2 removal is done via chemisorption. Chemical 

adsorption or chemisorption for short is the process of binding fluid components to a solid 

physisorption relies on adsorbing fluid components utilizing van der Walls forces. Whereas 

in chemisorption, the fluid component is bound to the surface of a sorbent with shared 

electrons as demonstrated in Figure 3 below. 

Figure 3: Visual Comparison of Physisorption and Chemisorption 

 As mentioned previously, a popular form of chemisorption is amine-based solutions. 

Amines capture CO2 through a reversible reaction where the flue gas is fed to an 

adsorption unit and then goes to a desorption unit where the CO2 is removed and stored. 

Amines are currently the most popular material used in the fossil fuel power plant 
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industry for scrubbing CO2 in the flue gas. They require significantly less operating cost 

to use, which is around 3.5 GJ to capture one ton of carbon14. Additionally, they have a 

rather large capacity for carbon which is typically around 0.37 moles of CO2 per mole of 

amine15. A typical amine scrubbing unit PFD can be seen in Figure 4 below. 

 

Figure 4: Generalized PFD of an Amine-base Scrubbing Operation in a Coal Powerplant 
 

 However, the major drawback of amines is that they are highly toxic and are volatile 

which can do more damage to the environment than help it if not properly managed. The 

most dangerous aspect of using amines is when they undergo degradation. Currently, 

many researchers have investigated the causes of degradation such as Huang et al. and 

ash impacts degradation16. Fly ash is an 

undesired contaminant that comes from burning coal which is found in the flue gas. Fly 

ash contains NOx and SOx compounds which act as a catalyst for degradation in 

monoethanolamide (MEA). The team set up a scrubbing unit loaded with MEA and 

tested the effects of NOx and SOx compounds on the activation energy for the amine to 
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degrade. They ran trials by pumping in a normal flue gas mixture composed of CO2 and 

water vapor with and without NOx and SOx. What they found was that the activation 

energy with NOx and SOx dropped to 21.3 kJ/mol and without it was 152 kJ/mol. With 

this decrease in activation energy, degradation is significantly more favorable. It was 

proposed by the authors that additional unit operations should be implemented in plants 

to remove more of the fly ash before it reaches the scrubber to reduce the degradation 

kinetics. An alternative solution to the fly ash problem was proposed by Goldman et al. 

which uses a different type of amine: N-nitrosopiperazine (MNPZ)17. The benefit of this 

amine was that it has significantly more nitrile groups than the standard MEA and does 

not react as frequently when it is exposed to NOx or SOx. When tested under the same 

The trade-off with using MNPZ was that it had a lower maximum adsorption capacity. 

However, degradation is inevitable when using aqueous amines which is why newer 

research is being conducted on the synthesis of amines embedded in/on solid materials. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Simulation software for chemical processes is extremely expensive. Some of the 

most popular programs such as COMSOL, ChemCAD, Aspen Hysys, and gPROMs are 

thousands of dollars a year. A price breakdown of these software can be seen below in 

Table 2. 
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Table 2: Base Chemical Process Simulation Software Pricing18  

Program Pricing per year 

COMSOL $4,000 

ChemCAD  $3,000 

Aspen Hysys $30,000 

gPROMs $2,000 

 

While these prices are reasonable for a larger corporation, it is extremely difficult for 

academic research labs, and graduate and undergraduate students to procure such 

expensive software.  

Also, many of these programs are not user-friendly; usually requiring assistance from the 

company itself to set up simulations. For example, in COMSOL,  building and testing the 

basic packed bed reactor requires over 400 steps, and it does not provide error codes to the 

user19. This takes unnecessary amounts of time for communication and troubleshooting on 

both ends to get the program to work. Additionally, these programs are closed source. 

Meaning the code is not accessible from the program, so it does not allow for advanced 

user customization.  Creating an open-source code allows free access to a customizable 

program that has a more directed purpose than other chemical process simulation software.   

1.3 Research Objectives 

This research intended to create an open-source program in Python that can produce 

breakthrough modeling for sorbents. The modeling of breakthroughs will enable us to 
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develop a process simulation package for a cyclic adsorption process (pressure swing or 

temperature swing adsorption processes). This was done by first taking empirical data from 

breakthrough experiments of sorbents and comparing those results to that of the program. 

Additiona  
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CHAPTER 2 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR SIMULATION BREAKTHROUGH 

2.1 Adsorption Breakthrough Kinetics 

Adsorption breakthrough behaviors are the measure of how a packed bed reactor 

(PBR) performs when adsorbing fluid components20. The breakthrough point is the point 

at which the outlet concentration of a measured component is not equal to zero. For 

multicomponent fluid mixture, these breakthrough points can occur at different times. A 

typical breakthrough experiment is set up in a PBR21. The bed is packed with the adsorbent 

and other inert materials such as silica. The bed is then degassed either by temperature 

swing adsorption (TSA) or pressure swing adsorption (PSA). The degassing process is used 

to regenerate the sorbent. The TSA process is in which the bed is heated up and treated 

with an inert gas like nitrogen22. Essentially by heating the bed, it is reversing the 

physisorption or chemisorption process by putting the molecules in a more excited state, 

released compounds out of the bed. The PSA process works like the TSA process. A 

23. Many 

degassing processes will utilize both TSA and PSA to ensure that the bed has been properly 

purged of any foreign components to optimize the sorbents' efficiency24. Generalized PFDs 

of TSA and PSA can be seen below in Figures 5 and 6. 
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Figure 5: General Apparatus of Temperature Swing Adsorption 

 

Figure 6: General Apparatus of Pressure Swing Adsorption  

For studies on direct air capture of CO2, there would also be a CO2/relative humidity 

probe attached to the outlet of the bed to measure the concentrations of CO2 and water at 

set time intervals to determine the desorption. Once the bed has been degassed, a 

breakthrough experiment can be initiated. This is done by using flow regulators on the 

various gas components to achieve the desired inlet concentration for each. Similarly, to 

the degassing procedure, there is also a CO2/humidity probe attached to the outlet stream 

to measure the concentration of CO2 and water as a function of time to measure the 
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breakthrough performance. A typical PFD of a breakthrough experiment can be seen 

below in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: General Apparatus of a Breakthrough Experiment  

How well a sorbent can adsorb a particular chemical species is dependent on 

several factors. The most impactful factors on a breakthrough point are the sorbent 

maximum adsorption capacity for a particular component, the inlet concentration of the 

component(s), the pressure of the PBR, the length of the PBR, the void fraction of the 

PBR, the density of the sorbent, and the mass transfer coefficient25. The maximum 

adsorption capacity is dependent on the sorbents' physical and chemical properties and 

can be measured using an adsorption isotherm that will be discussed further in future 

chapters. The inlet concentration of the component(s) is crucial because it will impact the 

mixed gas adsorption which is typically measured with ideal adsorbed solution theory 

(IAST) models26. The pressure of the PBR will dictate the maximum quantity adsorbed 

by the sorbent and is again measured using an adsorption isotherm. The length of the 
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PBR will affect the diffusion through the bed with longer beds having a longer 

breakthrough time and smaller beds having a shorter breakthrough time. The void 

fraction of the bed determines how much of the PBR is occupied by a sorbent. Meaning 

the larger the void fraction, the less volume is occupied by a sorbent which will decrease 

the breakthrough time. Density is conjoined with a void fraction: the denser the sorbent 

the more mass per volume the sorbent will have. However, both physisorption and 

chemisorption occur on the surface of the sorbent so maximizing surface area will 

increase the breakthrough time27. Much like the maximum quantity adsorbed, the mass 

transfer coefficient is dependent on the physical and chemical properties of the sorbent. 

discussed further in future chapters. A general model of ideal breakthrough adsorption 

behavior can be seen in Figure 8 below. 

 

Figure 8: Ideal Breakthrough Adsorption Behavior 
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2.2 Governing Equations of Breakthrough  

2.2.1 Adsorption Isotherm 

Adsorption isothermal is a process of exposing set increments of a particular component 

to a sorbent at constant temperature and measuring the amount the sorbent was able to 

adsorb of the component. Using this data at discrete pressure or concentration points, a 

model can be derived that can predict the quantity adsorbed at any given pressure 

between the ranges of the pressures or concentrations that were measured. One of the 

most used equations for determining the adsorption isotherm is the Langmuir model as 

depicted below28. 

 

Where q*
i is the equilibrium concentration, qi is the quantity adsorbed, qm is the max 

quantity adsorbed, bi is the empirically derived constant, and pi is the pressure of the 

system. The equation is empirically derived by using isotherm adsorption data and 

changing the value of b to minimize the least squared difference between the pressure 

values. More rigorous models that can fit data at a wider pressure range are the 

Freundlich isothermal model and the Langmuir-Freundlich or Sips model shown 

respectively below29,30.  
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Where n is another empirically derived constant used to fit the data. The Langmuir-

Freundlich isotherm model is a combination of the Langmuir and Freundlich isotherm 

models. 

2.2.2 Adsorption Kinetics 

Adsorption kinetics is the measurement of diffusion in a system with respect to time31. 

 

Where q is the quantity adsorbed, r is the radius, Dc intracrystalline diffusivity. A 

eliminates the directional component known as the linear driving force (LDF) model32-34. 

 

Where Kp,i is the mass transfer coefficient comprised of the intracrystalline diffusivity 

and the adsorbent particle radius. More commonly, Kp,i is empirically derived using 

experimental kinetic data. 

2.2.3 Mass Balance 

The mass balance is the means of calculating how the concentration of the component(s) 

being adsorbed by the sorbents. The concentration is dependent on both time and distance 

along the bed. The overall mass balance can be seen below35. 
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Whe i is the concentration of component i, u is the 

e is the intracrystalline diffusivity, and 

R2
p is the adsorbent particle radius.  

2.2.4 Energy Balance 

The energy balance is the means of calculating the energy density per unit volume of the 

bed. It is dependent on the time and the position along the bed. The overall energy 

balance of a PBR can be seen below. 

 

specific enthalpy of the gas com eff is the effective thermal conductivity, db is the 

diameter of the bed, kT,b-w is the heat transfer coefficient between the wall and the gas 

component, T is the gas temperature, and Tw is the wall temperature. With respect to the 

specific enthalpy of the gas component, it can be calculated as a function of the 

temperature of the gas component shown below. 

 

Where (T) is the enthalpy at the temperature of the bed, Had,i is the heat of adsorption 

for the gas component, and Cp,ad,i is the difference in heat capacity of the adsorbed 

species.  Additionally, in regard to the overall energy balance equation, the value of the 

effective thermal conductivity can be calculated with the following equation. 
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ads 

thermal conductivity.  

2.2.5 Momentum Balance 

The momentum balance is means of calculating the pressure drop across the bed. In this 

case, it can be modeled as the Ergun equation as shown below36. 

 

Where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the gas component and dp is the diameter of the 

sorbent.  

2.3 Assumptions and Final Equations 

 For the simulation model, the overall assumption was that it was a linear driving 

force approximation (LDF). The other assumptions that went into this model were that 

the system is isothermal across the entire bed, so an energy balance was not required. 

There is negligible pressure drop across the bed, so the Ergun equation was not needed. 

The Langmuir isotherm is constant for the entire bed. The system operates as an ideal 

plug flow reactor (PBR) where the flow is entirely linear with no radial or axial 

dispersion. There are no fouling factors or other contaminants in the bed. These 

assumptions are all valid for n number of components at the inlet.  

isotherm is based on the extended Langmuir isotherm as follows37. 
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Where qi
* is the quantity of each component in kilograms adsorbed per kilogram of 

absorbent, qmi is the maximum quantity adsorbed of each component in kilograms per 

kilogram of absorbent, bi is the Langmuir constant of each component, y1 is the 

concentration at a given time in kilograms per cubic meter, and P0 is the pressure of the 

bed in kPa.  

The  at a given point in time and length is 

determined by the following questions. 

 

 

Where  is the adsorbed phase concentration at a given time and bed length, R is the 

universal gas constant in units of , T is the temperature in units of K, and  is the 

framework density in units of kg/L.  

The mass balance of the system can is represented by the following PDEs. 

 

 

Where u* and u are the corrected superficial velocity and superficial velocity respectively 

both with units of m/s,  is the discretizational step size of the bed length,  is the bed 

void fraction, and  is the change in concentration.  
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The boundary and initial conditions were chosen so that it assumes that the system is 

completely purged prior to the initial startup. The boundary conditions of the simulation 

are as follows. 

ci = ci0 z = 0, t = 0 

This boundary condition is specifying that the inlet concentration is equal to the 

concentration of the system at zero distance and zero time to initialize the system. This 

will be visualized further in the numerical methods section. The initial conditions of the 

simulation are as follows. 

ci = ci0 z = 0, t = 0 

qi = 0  

ci = 0  

The initial conditions are specifying that the concentration of the system is equal to the 

inlet concentration at the inlet at time zero and is zero at all other lengths at time zero. 

Additionally, it is specifying that the quantity adsorbed is zero at time zero at all lengths.   

2.4 Numerical Methods 

The finite element method is a means of solving a numerical solution of a partial 

differential equation38. It is employed by creating a grid of discretized nodes. Each node 

is then evaluated by replacing the derivative with finite-divided differences. Essentially 

the process creates a point-wise function to approximate the values of the analytical 

solution

s method is limited to solving for only a one-dimensional case 

whereas the finite element method can work in N-dimensions. Because this method 

produces a numerical solution instead of an analytical solution, to obtain accurate results 
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the discretization step sizes must be as small as possible. If step sizes are too large, then 

the solution diverges from the analytical solution. This can be visualized in figures 9 and 

10 below. 

 

Figure 9: Poor Step Size for Finite Element Method 

 

Figure 10: Good Step Size for Finite Element Method 
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Along with discretization, this method also requires initial and boundary conditions to 

compute values. Initial conditions determine the overall values across the system. For 

example, for this study as previously discussed, the bed is initially assumed to be empty, 

and the inlet concentration is equal to the maximum concentration of the bed.  

The overall problem was to solve for concentration at the outlet as a function of time. 

This was done by combing equations 2.15 and 2.16 into the following coupled partial 

differential equations (PDE).  

The general approach for solving this coupled PDE was to utilize the finite-element 

method which uses forward and backward approximations of the integral to solve for the 

current value of concentration and quantity adsorbed. First, the values of time and 

distance needed to be discretized into small step sizes to create a mesh. Then empty 

arrays were generated with the initial and boundary conditions in mind for the number of 

components that resembles something like Figure 11 below. 

 

 

Figure 11: Initializing Matrix for the Concentration of Size M X N Where M Is the 

Change in Time, N Is the Change in Distance, and Matrix Values Are the Concentration 

of Component i  

Similarly, to the initializing matrix for concentration, the quantity adsorbed matrix is also 

of size M x N, however, it is initialized as a zero matrix as shown in figure 12 below.  

 

Distance 

Time 
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Figure 12: Initializing Matrix for Quantity Adsorbed of Size M X N Where M Is the 

Change in Time, N Is the Change in Distance, and Matrix Values Are Quantity Adsorbed 

of Component I 

Once the matrices were set up, then the following equations were used to solve for the 

numerical solution. 

optimization 

function. Least squared regression is numerical method that can determine the absolute 

deviation between two points fitting the form shown in equation 2.17 below. 

 

methodology, a standard breakthrough curve will fit a B-A model as shown in equation 

2.18 below39. 

 

 Where C and C0 are concentrations, a is constant dependent on the mass transfer 

coeffient, adsorption capacity of the bed, the bed length, and the superficial velocity, and 

 

The the least squares regression compares values from experimental data and those 

modeled by equation 2.18 which will be explored more in future chapters.  

Distance 

Time 
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CHAPTER 3 

MODELS FOR EXPERIMENTAL ADSORPTION BREAKTHROUGH DATA AND 

PREDICTED ADSORPTION BREAKTHROUGH BEHAVIOR 

3.1 Model I: Fitting Experimental Data to Ideal Breakthrough Behavior 

3.1.1: Inputs 

 Once the program has been started, the program asks for three different inputs for 

the program to run. The first is the experimental data from a .csv file which fits the 

following template shown in Table 3 below. 

Table 3: Template of imported .csv file of experimental data 

Time PPM 

t1 PPM1 

  

t final PPM final 

The template format must be followed exactly, the program will not recognize the 

column data types without the properly formatted headings with the proper capitalization. 

The next piece of information the program will ask for is the inlet concentration of the 

measured component. The final piece of information it will ask is an initializing guess of 

program then splits the data provided from the experimental data file into time and 

concentration arrays. Then all the indices in the concentration array are divided by the 

inputted inlet concentration.  
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3.1.2: Sigmoid Function 

As previously mentioned in chapter 2, the function that this code uses to fit the empirical 

data is a standard B-A model which resembles an S-shaped sigmoid function as shown in 

equation 2.16. The program passes three variables into this function which are time, the 

 

3.1.3: Curve Fitting 

The curve fitting function is built into the scipy.optimize python package calls for five 

pieces of information to run40. A function, experimental x values, experimental y values, 

initial guesses, and bounds of possible values. The function is the shape that the curve 

will attempt to fit, in this case, it is the sigmoid function. The experimental x and y values 

came from the imported experimental data file. The initial guesses came from the 

The curve fit function works by creating a least squared regression between the 

case, it is trying to optimize the summation of the least squared difference to a value of 0. 

Since experimental data is not going to produce a perfect B-A model and fit the sigmoid 

smallest summation value of the least squared difference. 

3.1.4 Outputs 

different data sets on it. The first data set is a scatter plot of the experimental data, and the 
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second dat

overview of how the entire code can be seen below in Figure 13.        

 

Figure 13: Flowchart of Model I Where Orange Blocks Are Inputs by the User, Grey 

Blocks Are the Code Being Executed, and Red Blocks Are the Program Outputs 

3.2: Model II Predicted Adsorption Breakthrough Behavior 

3.2.1: Inputs 

Once the program is initiated, it will require four sets of data: experimental data, material 

properties, bed parameters, operating conditions, and runtime. The first set of data is 

experimental data. This input has no impact on the model itself, it is only for validation 

purposes. The material properties include information regarding the IAST data for the gas 
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components and the framework density of the adsorbent. The IAST data asks for the 

The bed parameters and operating conditions ask for the temperature, the starting 

pressure, bed diameter, bed length, bed void fraction, and inlet flow rate of the gas 

components. The final input asks for the maximum breakthrough dimensionless time. 

This will need to be manually changed by the user since the program is not currently set 

up to stop automatically stop once the bed reaches saturation. 

3.2.2 Discretization, Initial Conditions, and Boundary Conditions 

As previously discussed in chapter 2, the model is set up to solve partial differential 

equations (PDE) by using the finite difference method which essentially solves for the 

change of one element with respect to multiple elements. In this case, the PDEs are set up 

to solve for the change in concentration with respect to time and change in bed length. 

The matrices are set up in size [Dimensionless Bed Length x Dimensionless Time]. 

Dimensionless bed length is normalized on a scale from zero to one with zero being the 

inlet and one being the outlet of the bed. The dimensionless time is preset by the user in 

the inputs. Table 4 below shows the components and their size. 

Table 4: Initialized Matrix Components and their size 

Matrix Name Size 

Time [Dimensionless Time x 1] 

Pressure of Component i [Dimensionless Time x Dimensionless Bed Length]  

Mole Fraction of Component i [Dimensionless Time x Dimensionless Bed Length] 

Superficial Velocity [Dimensionless Time x Dimensionless Bed Length] 
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Initial conditions are amendable by the user but are default set to the bed being void of all 

gas components. The boundary conditions are set so that at time zero and bed length zero 

the bed is saturated with the gas components. 

3.2.3: PDE Solver 

The PDE solver is set up as a for-loop to calculate the value of concentration as a 

function of both time and bed length. The first step solves for the maximum quantity 

adsorbed by each gas component using a Langmuir isotherm for multiple components as 

shown in equations 11 and 12. Next, the actual quantity adsorbed of each component is 

calculated using equations 13 and 14. The next step solves for the change in superficial 

velocity across the bed using equation 15. The last step then solves the concentration of a 

gas component at the outlet as a function of time using equation 16. The for-loop will 

then restart at the next dimensionless time value and continue until the maximum 

breakthrough time has been reached. Once the for-loop terminates it will plot the change 

in concentration at the outlet as a function of time vs the experimental data provided by 

the user in the input steps. Figure 14 below shows the overall process of the second 

model.   
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Figure 14: Flowchart of Model Ii Where Orange Blocks Are Inputs by the User, Grey 

Blocks Are the Code Being Executed, Red Blocks Are the Program Outputs, and 

Hexagons Are Decision Points for the Code. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Model I 

4.1.1: Results of Fitting Data Program Case 1 
 
The first test case that was analyzed was with experimental breakthrough adsorption data 

of AD-1 zeolite. The experimental data was given by Dr. Mai Xu and not tested by the 

author. The experimental conditions for this trial were conducted at standard temperature 

and pressure of 298K and 1 bar. The mixed gas composition was 415 parts per million 

(ppm) by volume of CO2 and 2 liters per minute of N2. The adsorbent mass in the packed 

bed was 4.1 grams.41   

 
Figure 15: Breakthrough Fitting Model for Case 1 
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It can be seen in Figure 15 that the results of the code were successful for this case. The 

modeled data was able to effectively mimic the breakthrough behavior. A t-test was used 

t-value was 4.2526 x 10-6 which is below the 

. The areas with the greatest 

discrepancies between the experimental data and the model were at the end of the initial 

upshoot in CO2 concentration and at the absolute saturation point at the end which read 

420 PPM for the experimental data. This model can be compared to the gPROMs model 

for the same experiment provided by Dr. Mai Xu41. 

 

 Figure 16: Breakthrough Model for Case 1 Using gPROMs41  
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When comparing Figure 15 with Figure 16, it can be seen that the fitting model slightly 

underestimated the breakpoint to be ~55 minutes and the gPROMs model slightly 

overestimated the breakpoint to be ~62 minutes. The experimental breakpoint appears to 

be ~60 minutes. The gPROMs model also appears to resemble more of a step function 

rather than a more typical sigmoid shape that has a less steep slope. This makes the 

gPROMs model less realizable for this case.   

4.1.2: Results of Fitting Data Program Case 2 
 
The next case that will be examined co undergraduate thesis42. A 

nanostructure NaX zeolite was used as the adsorbent. The experimental conditions for 

this trial were conducted at standard temperature and pressure of 298K and 1 bar. The 

mixed gas composition was 500 parts per million (ppm) by volume of CO2 and 2 liters 

per minute of N2. The adsorbent mass in the packed bed was 7.183 grams.   
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Figure 17: Breakthrough Fitting Model for Case 2  

 
It can be seen in Figure 17 that the breakthrough experiment did not exhibit ideal 

breakthrough behavior with the concentration of the outlet steadily increasing for ~250 

minutes. Likewise, the model mimicked the same trend produced by the experimental 

data. Additionally, in this case, it had similar problems as case 1 in underestimating the 

breakpoint early. This model was highly accurate to the test data producing a t-value of 

0.024784 which is below the standard 0.05 value for statistical significance.  
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Figure 18: gPROMs Breakthrough Model for Case 2 42 

 
The gPROMs model from Figure 18 for this case had similar problems as the fitting 

model. Due to the unideal behavior of the experimental data the gPROMs were not able 

to produce a more standard breakthrough curve. Comparing the two models for this test 

data yielded similar results as the first test case. The fitting model underestimated the 

breakpoint and the gPROMs overestimated the breakpoint by ~50 minutes and ~25 

minutes respectively. The gPROMs model did a significantly better job for this case in 

regard to predicting the breakpoint. 

 Overall, the fitting model performed well. It was able to accurately mimic 

experimental data shape and if the breakthrough behavior is closer to ideal it did a good 

job of predicting the breakpoint. The flaws in the model can be summarized in two 

points. Firstly, the model seems to favor an earlier breakpoint to adhere more closely to 

the sigmoid shape. Secondly, the model is dependent on experimental data having ideal 
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breakthrough behavior. The less ideal the experimental data, the more incorrectly the 

fitting model will predict the breakpoint.   

4.2 Model II 

4.2.1: Results of Predicting Data Program Case 1 

dissertation37. His data was only reported in dimensionless time, so the predicting model 

was adjusted to be kept in dimensionless time and report mole fraction at the outlet 

instead of concentration divided by inlet concentration. The input parameters can be seen 

in Table 5 below. 

Table 5: Case 1 Model Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Saturation Loading of Component 1 12.2 mol/kg 

Saturation Loading of Component 2 12.2 mol/kg 

Langmuir Constant of Component 1 0.000618 1/kPa 

Langmuir Constant of Component 2 0.000223 1/kPa 

Framework Density 0.983 kg/L 

Temperature 298.15 K 

Pressure 1000 kPa 

Component 1 Molar Fraction 0.5 

Component 2 Molar Fraction 0.5 

Bed Void Fraction 0.4 

Superficial Velocity 1 m/s 

Maximum Breakthrough Time 35 
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The simulation was testing a 50:50 molar fraction split between CO2 and CH4. The 

comparison in results from the predictive model and the Thompson model can be seen 

below. 

 
Figure 19: Breakthrough Behavior Prediction Case 1 

The results in Figure 19 of the two models were extremely similar. The only difference 

between the two models is slight in the initial breakpoint. However, they maintained a 

very similar slope during the upshoot in concentration at the outlet and both reported the 

same saturation mole fraction of CO2. These two models compute breakthrough behavior 

very similarly with the only difference being in the calculation in the first step in the PDE 
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solver which was calculating the maximum quantity adsorbed by the adsorbent. This 

model was highly accurate to the test data producing a t-value of 1.37166 x 10-18 which is 

well below the standard 0.05 value for statistical significance. 

4.2.2: Results of Predicting Data Program Case 2 
The next test case uses the same experimental data from the first test case of the fitting 

model. The saturation loading and the Langmuir constants were generated using pure 

component isothermal data AST generation code43. That experiment 

and this model were carried out with the following parameters as shown in Table 6. 

 Table 6: Case 2 Model Parameters41 

Parameter Value 

Saturation Loading of Component 1 101.5887 mol/kg 

Saturation Loading of Component 2 63.6585 mol/kg 

Langmuir Constant of Component 1 0.2985 1/kPa 

Langmuir Constant of Component 2 0.001428 1/kPa 

Framework Density 0.241 kg/L 

Temperature 298.15 K 

Pressure 100 kPa 

Component 1 Molar Fraction 0.0004 

Component 2 Molar Fraction 0.9996 

Bed Void Fraction 0.21 

Bed Diameter 0.0127 m 

Maximum Breakthrough Time 35 

Flow Rate 0.0033 m3/s 

Bed Length 0.56 

 

The simulation was for a 200 mL/min flow rate of N2 with a CO2 concentration of 415 

PPM. The results of the predictive model and the experimental results can be seen below. 
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Figure 20: Breakthrough Behavior Prediction Case 2 

The results shown in Figure 20 of this modeling attempt were unsuccessful. The 

breakpoint for this trial was significantly off by ~40 minutes. Due to the complex nature 

of the predictive model, it is difficult to determine exactly what caused the model to be so 

inaccurate. The main possibilities of error however are inaccurate pure isothermal data 

and incorrect measurements of the bed parameters. If the pure isothermal data was not 

accurate then it would change the saturation loading of each component and the 

Langmuir constants which would significantly impact the accuracy of the model due to 

their nature on the rest of the PDE solver. Those values appear in every step of the PDE 

solver. If the measurements of the bed parameters are incorrect, then it could significantly 

affect the calculation of the superficial velocity and conversion from dimensionless time 
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to real-time. Because the superficial velocity is calculated by the flow rate divided by the 

cross-sectional area of the PBR, the overall rate at that components are entering the bed 

could be significantly different. Additionally, the conversion from dimensionless time to 

real-time is also heavily impacted by the space velocity. Overall, it is uncertain as to what 

caused the model to reach the breakpoint so early. 

To correct for this discrepancy in breakthrough time, the superficial velocity was reduced 

by a factor of 3 as shown in Figure 21 below. 

 

Figure 21: Model II Case 2 with a reduced superficial velocity of a factor of 3 

Comparing the corrected superficial velocity from Figure 21 with the gPROMs model in 

Figure 16, the results are extremely similar. However, the gPROMs model still tends to 

overpredict the breakpoint and model II tends to underpredict the breakpoint. This model 
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was highly accurate to the test data producing a t-value of 1.44623 x 10-22 which is below 

the standard 0.05 value for statistical significance. 

4.3: Model Comparison to gPROMs 

Compared to gPROMs, the two models performed well. For model I, if the breakthrough 

behavior was ideal, it was able to accurately replicate the breakthrough curve with 

minimal underpredicting of the breakpoint and saturation time. The flaws of the Model I 

came from unideal breakthrough behavior shown in case 2. This caused the model to 

significantly underpredict the breakpoint. For model II, if the input parameters were 

accurate, it produced accurate results. The major flaw with model II is that it is dependent 

on a lot more variables than model I which can significantly alter results if all the inputs 

are not correct. Table 7 below summarizes the inputs, outputs, and results. 
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Table 7: Comparison between Model I, Model II, and gPROMs 

 gPROMs Model I Model II 
Inputs  Experimental 

data 
 Isothermal 

Data 
 Bed length 
 Bed void 

fraction 
 Temperature 
 Pressure 
 Inlet 

concentrations 
 Flow rate 
 Bed cross-

sectional area 
 Material 

density 

 Isothermal Data 
 Bed length 
 Bed void 

fraction 
 Temperature 
 Pressure 
 Inlet 

concentrations 
 Flow rate 
 Bed cross-

sectional area 
 Material density 

 Experimental 
Data 

 Inlet 
concentration 

Outputs  Model of 
breakthrough 
behavior 

 Model of 
breakthrough 
behavior 

 Model of 
breakthrough 
behavior 

Results  Tends to 
overpredict 
breakpoint and 
saturation 
point 

 Tends to 
underpredict 
breakpoint and 
saturation point 

 

 Tends to 
underpredict 
breakpoint and 
saturation point 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS 

The two models were created for open-source usage in Python which is a free and 

easy-to-

constants of a B-A model. Where a is composed of the mass rate constant, the 

adsorption capacity of the adsorbent, the superficial velocity, and the bed length, and 

b is composed of the mass rate constant and the inlet concentration of the adsorbed 

component. The second model used isothermal adsorption data, bed parameters, and 

operating conditions to predict the breakthrough behavior of a particular component. 

 The downsides of the first model were that if the sorbent did not exhibit typical 

breakthrough behavior, then the predictive model would only mimic that poor data 

and could not properly correct to a more ideal sigmoid shape. Additionally, the model 

individual variables of which they are composed. For future work, the hope is to have 

 

the performance of the predictive model. 

 The downsides of the second model are that it currently requires priorly obtained 

mixed gas adsorption data. By working with other members of the Deng group who 

have created such a code, the two programs could run together to produce both IAST 

data and breakthrough behavior in a single program. Additionally, for the second 

model, the overall code could be improved in several ways. Firstly, the program 

currently takes an extended period to run even with fewer step sizes being analyzed. 

(Approximately 30 seconds for 100 steps). The current method is guessing the 
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dimensionless time, and bed length iterations required to reach total bed saturation. 

So, the model currently may undershoot or overshoot the number of iterations for the 

system to reach total saturation. The time could be reduced by having the program 

default to many iterations and having it automatically stop once the bed has reached 

total saturation. Additionally, the second model could be improved by combining it 

with the empirical model generated by the first model. This would be done replacing 

the theoretical trend for mass transfer kinetics used in the second model with 

empirically derivied mass transfer kinetics determined by the first model. Lastly, the 

apply because the PBR is assumed to be small enough to have neglibible energy and 

momentum changes. For future modifications to the model, it would include 

momonetum and energy balances so the model would apply to larger PBRs. 
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################################ 
# Breakthrough Model Simulation (Model 2) 
# Author: Xavier Bonelli 
################################ 
 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
import pandas as pd 
 
# Isotherm Parameters 
# Component 1: CO2 
# Component 2: N2 
# Component 3: H2O 
components = 3 #Number of components 
qmax = np.zeros(components, dtype=float) #Saturation loading of each 
component 
qmax[0] = 101.588762917714 #mol/kg 
qmax[1] = 63.6585 #mol/kg 
qmax[2] = 0 #mol/kg 
bi = np.zeros(components, dtype=float) 
bi[0] = 0.2958340160420933 #kPa^-1  #Langmuir constant 
bi[1] = 0.0014282121524645475 #kPa^-1 
bi[2] = 0 #kPa^-1 
RHO = 0.241 #kg/L, Framework density 
#=========================================================================
# 
#Sample Data Import 
data = pd.read_csv("sampledata1.csv") 
ppm = data.pop("PPM") 
time = data.pop("Time") 
time_list = time.to_numpy() 
C0 = 415 
adjust = ppm/C0 
ppm_list = adjust.to_numpy() 
#=========================================================================
# 
#Thermodynamic data 
Temp = 273.15 + 25 # Input temperature in degrees Celsius, K 
R = 8.314 # Ideal gas constant, kPa*L/mol/K 
p0 = 100 # Starting total pressure, kPa 
y0 = np.zeros(components, dtype=float) # Starting mole fraction 
y0[0] = 0.0004 #Component 1 
y0[1] = 0.9996 #Component 2 
y0[2] = 0.5 #Component 3,  
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eps = 0.21 #Bed voidage 
bed_diameter = 0.0127; # meters 
bed_area = (bed_diameter/2)**2*np.pi #cross sectional area of the bed 
flow_rate = 0.00333333333333 # meters^3 per second 
u0 = flow_rate/bed_area #Velocity, m/sec 
bed_length = 0.56 #meters 
#========================================================================# 
#Discretization and initialization 
delz = 0.01 #Discretized bed length, bed is normalized to 0-1 
zmax = 1.0 #Dimensionless bed length 
m = int(zmax/delz) #Number of points             
z = np.zeros([1,m+1], float) #Zeroed z matrix 
delt = 100. #Discretized time scale, time is normalized to velocity and 
bed 
tmax = 450000. #Max breakthrough time, dimensionless time 
n = int(tmax/delt) #Number of points           
t = np.zeros([n+1,1], float) #Zeroed t matrix 
p1 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for pressure 1 
p2 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for pressure 2 
p3 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for pressure 3 
py1 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for pressure 1 
py2 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for pressure 2 
py3 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for pressure 3 
p3 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for pressure 3 
p1store = np.zeros([1,m+1], float) #Storage matrix 
p2store = np.zeros([1,m+1], float) #Storage matrix 
ustore = np.zeros([1,m+1], float) #Storage matrix 
y1 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for mole fraction 1 
y2 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for mole fraction 2 
y3 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for mole fraction 3 
u = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for superficial velocity 
u2= u 
q1 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for adsorbed gas 1 
q2 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for adsorbed gas 2 
q3 = np.zeros([n+1,m+1], float) #Matrix for adsorbed gas 3 
ustore = np.zeros([1,m+1], float) 
#========================================================================# 
#Initial Conditions 
for i in range(0 , m + 1):  
    p1[0,i] = 0 
    p2[0,i] = 0 
    p3[0,i] = 0 
    py1[0,i] = 0 
    py2[0,i] = 0 
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    py3[0,i] = 0  
    y1[0,i] = 0 
    y2[0,i] = 0 
    y3[0,i] = 0 
    u[0,i] = 0 
    u2[0,i] = 0 
#========================================================================# 
#Boundary Conditions 
p1_comp = y0[0]*p0 
p2_comp = y0[1]*p0 
p3_comp = y0[2]*p0 
#for loop to  replace first entry in every row with the initial pressure 
times the component fraction 
for j in range (1, n+1):  
    p1[j,0] = p1_comp 
    p2[j,0] = p2_comp 
    p3[j,0] = p3_comp 
    py1[j,0] = p1_comp 
    py2[j,0] = p2_comp 
    py3[j,0] = p3_comp 
    y1[j,0] = y0[0] 
    y2[j,0] = y0[1] 
    y3[j,0] = y0[2] 
    u[j,0] = 1 
 
for i in range(0,m): 
    z[0,i+1] = z[0,i] + delz 
for i in range(0, n): 
    t[i+1,0] = t[i,0] + delt 
#=========================================================================
# 
#PDE Solver 
for j in range (1, m+1): 
    for i in range (0, n): 
        p0=100 
        dq1dy = qmax[0]*bi[0]*p0*(1+bi[1]*p0)/(1+y1[i,j]*p0*(bi[0]-
bi[1])+bi[1]*p0) #Langmuir isotherm 
        dq2dy = -qmax[1]*bi[1]*p0*(1+bi[0]*p0)/(1+y1[i,j]*p0*(bi[0]-
bi[1])+bi[1]*p0) #Langmuir isotherm 
        func1 = 1+(1-eps)/eps*RHO*R*Temp/p0*((1-
y1[i,j])*dq1dy+y1[i,j]*dq2dy) #mass balance for componet 1 
        func2 = -(1-eps)/eps**2*RHO*R*Temp/p0*(dq1dy+dq2dy) #mass balance 
for component 2 
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        u11 = u[i,j-1] + delz*func2*u[i,j-1]*eps/func1*(y1[i,j]-y1[i,j-
1])/delz 
        y11 = y1[i,j]-delt*u11*eps/func1*(y1[i,j]-y1[i,j-1])/delz 
        y22 = (1-y11) 
        yt = y11 + y22 
        if u11 == 0: 
                p0 = 0 
        else: 
            p0 = 100 
         
        y1[i+1,j] = y11 
        y2[i+1,j] = y22 
        u[i,j] = u11 
        py1[i+1,j] = y11*p0 
        py2[i+1,j] = y22*p0 
        if j == m: 
            if y11 <= 0.02: 
                tbreak = t[i+1] 
                p1store = py1[i+1,:] 
                p2store = py2[i+1,:] 
                ustore = (u[i,:])-1 
            if y11/y0[0] <= 0.5: 
                tstoich = t[i+1,0] 
 
 

yval = py1[:,m] 
yval1 = yval/p0 
yval2 = yval1/y0[0] 
t_fix = ((t*bed_length*eps/u0)/60) 
plt.plot(t_fix,yval2, color = "blue", label = "Modeled Data") 
plt.xlabel("Time (min)") 
plt.ylabel("Concentration (C/C0)") 
plt.scatter(time_list,ppm_list, color = "red", marker = "x", label = 
"Experimental Data") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show() 
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################################################ 
# Empirical Breakthrough Data Fitting Model 
# Author: Xavier Bonelli 
#Package Imports  
################################################ 
from tkinter import Y 
import pandas as pd 
import numpy as np 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit 
import PySimpleGUI as sg 
 
#General Breakthrough shape fitting formula for creating a Sigmoid 
def breakfit (t,a,b): 
        return 1 / ( 1 + np.exp (a - t * b)) 
 
#Imports sample data and splits it into time vs concentration 
dataframe = input("Sample Data File Name: ") 
data = pd.read_csv(dataframe) 
ppm = data.pop("PPM") 
time = data.pop("Time") 
time_list = time.to_numpy() 
 
#Initial Concentration 
C0 = float(input("Inlet Concentration: ")) 
adjust = ppm/C0 
ppm_list = adjust.to_numpy() 
A = float(input("Initial Guess for a: ")) 
B = float(input("Initial Guess for b: ")) 
#Least Squared Regression + Fsolve to find model constants a and b 
popt, pcov = curve_fit(breakfit, time_list, ppm_list, [A,B], 
bounds=(0.00000001,np.inf)) \ 
    #function, x values, y values, initial guess, range of possible values 
 
#prints the model obtained constants 
print(f'a = {popt[0]}') 
print(f'b = {popt[1]}') 
 
#initialization matrix of solutions 
solutions = [] 
 
#runs time values through the model to be fit 
for i in time_list: 
    point = breakfit(i,popt[0],popt[1]) 
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    solutions.append(point) 
 
#plots the results 
plt.scatter(time_list,ppm_list, color = "red", marker = "x", \ 
    label = "Experimental Data") 
plt.plot(time_list, solutions, color = "blue", label = "Modeled Data") 
plt.xlabel("Time (Minutes)") 
plt.ylabel("C/C0") 
plt.legend() 
plt.show


